
Which Movie Star??? 
 

 

Write the correct name from the list below in the blank spaces  

in sentences # 1 - 20. 

You may use a name more than once. 
 

 

 

Mary Pickford      Channing Tatum 

Tyler Perry       Lawrence Fishburne 

Angelina Jolie      Johnny Depp 

Angela Bassett      Will Smith 

Emma Stone       Justin Timberlake 

Anne Hathaway      Ryan Gosling 

Scarlett Johansson     Denzel Washington 

Rachel McAdams      Naomi Harris 

Amy Adams       Taylor Lautner 

Jennifer Lawrence      Kristin Stewart 

Amanda Seyfried      Robert Pattinson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHICH MOVIE STAR???? 

 

1)  The first film star the public knew by name was __________________. 

 

2) _____________________________, in partnership with Douglas 

Fairbanks, D.W. Griffith, and Charlie Chaplin, started United Artists and 

was the financial wizard at its start. 

 

3)  Dubbed “America’s Sweetheart,” __________________ began acting on 

stage at age five and in films at age seventeen. 

 

4) J. Johnson said”…what Edison symbolizes in electricity… _____________   

stands for in the great new art world of the living shadows.” 

 

5) _____________________ was the first person in the performing arts 

to achieve international fame and recognition. 

 

6)  ____________________ invented the idea of the independent film. 

 

7)  ____________________ was the first woman in the United States to 

earn one million dollars in one year. 

 

8)  In twenty-four years, _______________________ made more than 

two hundred films. 

 

9)  Early in her acting career, _________________________’s name was 

withheld from the public by the Biograph Company because they feared that 

if she was known by name, she could demand a higher salary. 

 

10) Many films by _____________________made poor people the 

champions and belittled the rich. 

 

11)  ________________________ often helped write and direct films 

without having a credit shown on the screen. 
 

12) In 1917, more than twelve million people watched 

__________________   in a film every single day of the year. 

 



13)  In ___________________’s first year in film, she was in more than 

sixty movies. 

 

14)  ___________________’s handprints and footprints were the first to 

be placed in front of Graumann’s (now Mann’s) Chinese Theater in Hollywood. 

 

15)  ______________ had a strong sense of business, finance, and the law.  

 

16)  All of the special effects in ___________________’s films were done 

without computers. 

 

17)  _____________________ was said to know everything there was to 

know about making a movie. 

 

18)  ____________________ was a founding member of The Academy of 

Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, the organization that awards the Oscars 

each year. 

 

19)  _____________________ personally owned all of her films and 

thought that no one would want to see them years later. 

 

20)  The following was written in 1999 by film historian Kevin Brownlow: 

“If greatness can be measured by fame, ______________________ has 

probably been the greatest star in the history of motion pictures.  It is 

doubtful that any figure in motion pictures will ever be able to surpass the 

level of popularity she reached, for hers was truly a universal medium, 

unconstrained by any language barriers.  Her pantomimic art could, and did, 

communicate to people of nearly all the countries of the world, at a time 

when movies were a bigger part of everyday lives than they are today, and 

before the language barrier of the talkies set up national filmic boundaries.  

A crowd of 100,000 turned up in Moscow…..just to see <her> arrive at the 

train station.  Similar throngs amassed in London, Rome, Paris, Stockholm, 

Berlin, and Tokyo.” 


